
A Case Study of Metro Entrance ‘Münchener Straße’:
Urban Design Exploration to Access Transport Hubs
Research Abstract, Method and Aim
Research on personal safety is crucial for urban planners and architects to enable full participation in public 
life for everyone. Frankfurt Central Station is a popular spot for criminals, especially theft and violence are 
common offences. The high criminality rate makes men and women more likely to feel unsafe, in which the 
severity of perceiving fear differs by gender. 
Besides the high criminality rate, neglection of public transport design contribute to a perception of fear. 
Metro entrances especially are poorly designed and are often built primary functionally, although they 
are an unavoidable element of the underground infrastructure, which many people already fear by itself. 
Therefore, metro entrances should not enforce this perception of fear but serve as a safe space.
The mentioned aspects lead me to the following hypothesis: The criminality rate in Frankfurt is very high 
and many people, especially women, fear having to go underground to take the metro. Its unavoidable 
and often poorly designed entrances contribute to a perception of fear.
Because of missing research on entrance design and its contribution to a perception of fear, this research 
aims to analyze the urban design to access transport hubs through a design exploration and through the 
results of a quantitative survey. It has a particular focus on women’s perception because women have often 
been neglected in urban planning, research and therefore lack appropriate security measurements. Metro 
entrance ‘Münchener Straße’ is inconspicuous, but important for many passengers due to the closeness of 
railway station ‘Frankfurt Central Station’ and a variety of international shops (see fig. 1). 
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Urban Design Exploration
Location
Metro entance ‘Münchener Straße‘ is located on Münchener Straße and near Frankfurt Central Station, 
the red-light-district of Taunusstraße and Kaiserstraße (see fig. 2). Due to its surroundings and closeness 
to several pubs, metro entrance ‘Münchener Straße‘ evokes an unsafe feeling, especially at night. It is also 
located close to the highly-visited international shopping area and therefore not as prone to safety issues 
as other metro entrances nearby.

Architectual Design
The metro entrance struggles with 
narrowness due to several barriers, 
which include fences, e-scooters, bikes 
and large trashcans. Its surroundings 
are not wide and safe enough for 
pedestrians. Due to the many shops 
and restaurants, large crowds usually 
gather in front of the stores, which 
further narrows the sidewalk. 
Its architectural design offers a sightline directly to the underground level, which allow the passenger to 
see a brief amount of the opposite level and its signage but only if close enough to the escalator. Allowing 
the passenger to see a small extract of the underground level gives the passenger a feeling of not being 
alone in a public place. Frankfurt’s population is growing and its central station can be overwhelming due to 
its size, which is why travel directions and information spots are indispensable for new citizens or travelers.

Aesthetics
Neither the metro entrance, nor the underground level are aesthetically pleasing. They are both designed 
functional and therefore only contain necessities. The underground level and its entrances are old and 
passengers can tell by its clear design. Furthermore, old visible materials (e.g. tiles) are only being replaced 
if something is completely broken. Cleanliness is more important than ever, especially during a pandemic 
(COVID-19), where people try to avoid getting sick. Some passengers did not touch the dirty handles of 
the escalator for support, but the elderly cannot take the risk to fall on the quick-moving escalator. This is 
a perfect example to understand the impact that aesthetics have on people.

Some participants made the effort to type in 
something negative than to just select one 
of the given positive attributes to be able 
to skip to the next question. This depicts 
how frustrated and dissatisfied some were 
with this place. 

Only 5% of participants described the 
undeground level environment as safe, both 
votes coming from men.

Some female survey participants linked 
the uncleanliness of a place to an unsafe 
environment.

Insights from Survey
The short survey with 40 participants was distributed online through social media in May 2021:
- 75% of participants were female
- Participants feared the metro entrances more than public transport in general
- Female participants fear public transport and its metro entrances more than male
- Less than 30% of participants actually felt safe when entering the metro
- 53,5% of participants experienced harassment, theft etc. in or in front of metro entrances
- 35% of participants preferred the nearest metro entrance despite not feeling safe and chose convience 
over safety

Conclusions and Recommendations
Metro entrances contribute to a perception of unsafety for women, therefore a safe space for everyone 
is required. Signage, sightlines and aesthetics heavily determine the usage of a place and presence of user 
groups. It is recommended to hold a small safety audit in advance before building new public places. If a 
public place is already fully built, spending money on small elements can immediately improve personal 
safety, e.g. investing in security staff or surveillance cameras in big spaces. Better lighting, more signs or 
even mirrors which enable passengers to look around a corner, make it easier for them to navigate and 
check their surroundings. Adding enough benches in the area will avoid people from appropriating the 
metro entrance as seating options and offer passengers a safe place to rest. Other useful measures include 
placing enough trashcans to keep the environment clean and repairing from time to time. This will prohibit 
a feeling of neglect and therefore will not further attract feelings of unsafety and insecurity in travelers.
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How participants described the environment of metro entrance ‘Münchener Straße’ (multiple choice):

What made participants feel safe when entering the metro in general (multiple choice):

How participants described its underground environment  (multiple choice):

Female participants were more 
afraid of travelling in darkness 
than men: Only 6,6% of women felt 
safe and 33,3% of men felt unsafe 
when entering metro entrance 
‘Münchener Straße‘ by night. Lighting 
plays an important role in fear and 
insecure feelings for women.

Fig. 2: Map of Münchener Straße. Accessed from Google Maps 
on September 12, 2021. https://www.google.de/maps

Fig. 1: Münchener Straße and its metro entrance ‘Münchener Straße‘ (02.04.2021 at 18:40)
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Fig. 5: Analysis of metro entrance ‘Münchener Straße‘ (02.04.2021 at 18:40)
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Fig. 3: Street section of Münchener Straße (scale 1:200)

Fig. 4: Views of metro entrance ‘Münchener Straße‘ (05.05.2021 at 20:10)

Fig. 7:  Underground level south side panorama (02.04.2021 at 18:40)

Fig. 6: Metro entrance ‘Münchener Straße‘ by day (10.03.2021 at 17:30) and by night (28.04.2021 at 21:00 and 09.03.2021 at 19:00)
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